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PURCHASING AGENT’S DIVISION
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108, OCTOBER 25, 1985

Michael Joseph Connolly, Secretary of State,

State House, Room 340, Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Secretary Connolly:
Attached is a legislative recommendation and an accompanying

detailed explanation. It is requested that your office transmit this
recommendation to the General Court for action in accordance with
Chapter 30, Section 33 of the General Laws.

Sincerely,

DANIEL D. CARTER,
Purchasing Agent.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Six.

I. AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE STATE PURCHASING AGENT TO NEGOTIATE
CONTRACTS IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS.

If adopted, the requested changes would permit the State Purchas-
ing Agent to negotiate purchases in the cited situations where the
formal bid process has not worked and been effective in obtaining the
best price and contract for the Commonwealth. At the present time,
the Purchasing Agent has no authority to negotiate, which places him
in a “take it or leave it” position when dealing with sole source
suppliers, unreasonably high bidders, or all bidders who may be able
to satisfy the requirements but who have submitted non-responsive
bids.

This authority will avoid delays associated with having to go
through the entire bid process again. It will allow the Division to
directly negotiate following an unsuccessful good faith attempt to
purchase the required goods through the usual formal bid process.
Also, in the acquisition of complex systems, allowing the Division to
request competitive proposals would add a much needed flexibility to
the purchasing procedures.ln this case, the Division would send out
several requests for proposals to likely vendors, evaluate their propos-
als from both a technical and price viewpoint, hold technical discus-
sions, and finally obtain the best contractual arrangement for the
Commonwealth on the basis of price, contract terms, and technical
sufficiency.

In all cases, the Purchasing Agent will publish detailed directives
and guidelines within the four corners of the legal authority to formal-
ize the implementing procedures.

2. AN ACT INCREASING THE DIRECT PURCHASING AUTHORITY OF STATE
AGENCIES TO TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS.

The present law only exempts purchases under $500.00 from formal
bidding practices. This figure was established in 1922 (Ch. 545 12,
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Para. [2]). Inflation has seriously eroded the buying power of the
dollar since 1922. The requested change will permit small dollar pur-
chases to be made faster, and with less expense, and will allow the
Division to devote its time to more complex purchases. The proposed
change will not alter the buying practices for items costing $500.00 or
less. It will give the state greater flexibility and speed in purchasing
items between $500.00 and $2,000.00 in value.

When coupled with the appropriate administrative action by the
Executive Office for Administration and Finance and by the State
Purchasing Agent, various state agencies will be able to directly pur-
chase items costing up to $2,000.00 (the present limit is $500.00). This
will save the Purchasing Agent’s Division considerable time and
paperwork in not having to formally advertise and take sealed bids for
relatively low priced items.
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